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Abstract
I defend a weak version of the Pigou–Dalton principle for chances. The principle says that
it is better to increase the survival chance of a person who is more likely to die rather than
a person who is less likely to die, assuming that the two people do not differ in any other
morally relevant respect. The principle justifies plausible moral judgements that standard
ex post views, such as prioritarianism and rank-dependent egalitarianism, cannot accom-
modate. However, the principle can be justified by the same reasoning that has recently
been used to defend the core axiom of ex post prioritarianism and egalitarianism, namely,
Pigou–Dalton for well-being. The arguably biggest challenge for proponents of Pigou–
Dalton for chances is that it violates state dominance for social prospects. However,
I argue that we have independent reason for rejecting state dominance for social prospects,
since it prevents a social planner from properly respecting people’s preferences.

1. Introduction

Suppose that through no fault of their own, Ahmed and Bogart both face some fatality
risk that does not affect their well-being in any way other than potentially shortening
their lives. They face this risk to somewhat different degrees, however. While Ahmed
has a 50–50 chance of surviving the next 12 months, Bogart’s chance is two-thirds
(0.667). In all other morally relevant respects, Ahmed and Bogart’s situation is identical.
Their lifetime well-being up to this point is the same and their total expected lifetime
well-being conditional on surviving the next 12 months is also the same (and positive).1

Furthermore, the effect that their survival and death would have on the well-being of
others is exactly symmetric.2

The good news is that we have the resources to improve the survival chances of
Ahmed or Bogart by 10 percentage points (0.1). The bad news is that we can only

© The Author(s), 2023. Published by Cambridge University Press. This is an Open Access article, distributed under the
terms of the Creative Commons Attribution licence (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unre-
stricted re-use, distribution and reproduction, provided the original article is properly cited.

1We could add that Ahmed and Bogart have led equally prudent and virtuous lives, are equally deserving
and so on. To simplify the discussion, I shall in what follows keep such features fixed, and assume that the
people we consider at most differ in how well off they are, their survival chances and their attitudes to risk.

2For instance, if Bogart’s death reduces someone’s expected well-being from 3 to 2, then Ahmed’s death
also reduces someone’s expected well-being from 3 to 2, and similarly for all other effects. This is evidently
an unrealistic assumption, but it is useful for isolating what is at stake, morally, in the trade-off I am about
to describe.
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make the improvement for one of Ahmed and Bogart. The choice we face is represented
in Table 1. What should we do?

To me it seems evident that we should choose Equal over Unequal. The expected
number of fatalities is the same whatever we choose and so is the expected distribution
of well-being. And recall that the only morally relevant difference between Ahmed and
Bogart is that Ahmed is more likely to die, no matter what we choose. It therefore seems
to me that we could offer a justification to Bogart for choosing Equal over Unequal: he
is already more likely to survive, so his claim in this case is weaker than Ahmed’s. But
we could not offer any similar justification to Ahmed for making the opposite choice.
This gives us a reason to choose Equal over Unequal.3

That we should choose Equal over Unequal is implied by an arguably very weak
principle of ethical risk distribution, which I call weak Pigou–Dalton for chances.
(Here, I am assuming – as I will do for simplicity throughout this paper – that we
should choose what is better. But we can of course avoid this assumption by reformu-
lating the previous discussion in terms of betterness.)

Weak Pigou–Dalton for chances. For any two persons i and j, and any point in time t,
and any x, y, z∈ [0, 1] such that z > 0 and y + z≤ x, if:

• i and j’s expected lifetime well-being conditional on surviving to t is the same,
• i and j’s survival chance at any time after t is the same and
• the effect of i’s death (survival) on the probability distribution over anonymous well-
being distributions is exactly the same as the effect of j’s death (survival),

then it is better that i’s chance of surviving to t is x and j’s is y + z than that i’s chance of
surviving to t is x + z and j’s is y (assuming that others are not directly affected).4

Informally, the principle implies that if two people are expected to have the same
chance and well-being conditional on surviving, and if in addition their survivals

Table 1. Numbers in the table represent survival chances. Only Ahmed and Bogart are affected. Pigou–
Dalton for chances implies that Equal is strictly better than Unequal.

Ahmed Bogart

Equal 0.60 0.667

Unequal 0.50 0.767

3Some might think that this reason depends on what type of probability the relevant survival chances
are, e.g. whether they are objective or subjective (and, in the latter case, whose subjective probabilities).
In my view, the reason for choosing Equal over Unequal is strongest if the chances in question are objective.
However, in some cases (e.g. in the lottery example discussed in section 2), the chances in question are part
of a deterministic system. Therefore, I shall assume that the survival chances in question are objective but
still consistent with non-trivial chances (i.e. chances strictly between 0 and 1) in deterministic systems, for
instance, humean chances as developed by Roman Frigg and Carl Hoefer (see e.g. 2010, 2015; see also
Hoefer 2007 and Barry Loewer 2001).

4There may be reason to add the restriction that x + z < 1. In other words, there may be reason to favour
the person who is better off in terms of chances when we can ensure that they survive, but we cannot do the
same for the worse off. I discuss this complication in Stefánsson (2023), but I shall not discuss it further in
this paper.
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(and deaths) are expected to have symmetric effects on others, then it is better to
improve (by magnitude z) the survival chance of the person whose chance is lower
than to improve (by the same magnitude z) the survival chance of the person whose
chance is already higher (by at least z).

To see how weak weak Pigou–Dalton for chances is, note that it says nothing about
how we should reason about trade-offs where one person’s well-being conditional on
surviving the period in question is expected to be higher than another person’s.
Similarly, it says nothing about cases where we can, given a fixed budget, make greater
improvements to the chances of those whose chances are, say, better compared to the
improvements we can make for those whose chances are worse.5

Although weak Pigou–Dalton for chances is seemingly very weak, it is inconsistent
with the standard ex post views in distributive ethics. Perhaps most interestingly, weak
Pigou–Dalton for chances is inconsistent with inequality-averse ex post views, such as
prioritarianism (see e.g. Adler 2012; Rabinowicz 2002) and rank-dependent egalitarian-
ism (see e.g. Asheim and Zuber 2014). The reason, to put it simply, is that according to
ex post prioritarianism and egalitarianism, as these are typically formulated (see e.g. the
references in the previous sentence), the moral value of a risky alternative (or ‘prospect’)
is found by, first, figuring out which sums of priority- or equality-weighted well-being
the alternative might result in, second, multiplying each possible sum of priority- or
equality-weighted well-being with its probability, and, third, summing these
probability-weighted sums of priority- or equality-weighted well-being. In other
words, the moral value of risky alternatives is determined by their expected sums of
priority- or equality-weighted well-being. But then since Ahmed and Bogart will be
exactly as well off if they survive, and since their deaths and survivals are expected to
have symmetric effects on others, Equal and Unequal offer exactly the same increase
in expected priority- and equality-weighted well-being. I briefly return to the conflict
between weak Pigou–Dalton for chances and these ex post views in section 3.

That weak Pigou–Dalton for chances is inconsistent with ex post prioritarianism and
egalitarianism may be particularly significant in light of the fact that reasoning that
seems to support the characteristic axiom of these two ex post views – namely, the
Pigou–Dalton principle for well-being – supports weak Pigou–Dalton for chances
too. Informally put, the Pigou–Dalton principle for well-being implies that if one per-
son is better off than another person by at least well-being magnitude x, then it is better
to improve the well-being of the worse-off person by magnitude x than to improve the
well-being of the better-off person by that same magnitude x.6

In several influential books and articles,7 Matthew Adler justifies the Pigou–Dalton
principle for well-being by arguing that well-being levels affect people’s claims, and that
we should thus not exclusively focus on effects on well-being differences (contrary to
what utilitarianism suggests). As a result, when choosing between interventions that
affect people’s well-being, we should not focus exclusively on the magnitude of the

5Weak Pigou–Dalton for chances is weaker than what Adler (2012: 502) calls the ‘ex ante Pigou–Dalton
principle’, which is formulated in terms of people’s expected well-being (and thus implies weak Pigou–
Dalton for chances). For the purposes of this paper, I neither endorse nor reject the Pigou–Dalton principle
for expected well-being. Nor do I endorse, or reject, the Pigou–Dalton principle for chances of ‘goods’ other
than survival. My argument in this paper may carry over to, say, chances for well-being and for certain
health outcomes, but I am not yet prepared to commit to that.

6There are of course views that satisfy both Pigou–Dalton for well-being and for chances, in particular,
inequality-averse ex ante views.

7For instance, in Adler (2012, 2013, ta).
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difference we could make to people’s well-being; we should also consider how well or
badly off the people whose well-being we can affect already are, and give some priority
to improving the situation of those who are worse off.

Analogous reasoning seems to support weak Pigou–Dalton for chances.8 When
comparing Equal and Unequal, Ahmed and Bogart’s survival chance levels should, I
contend, have some impact on our reasoning, in favour of the person who is worse
off with respect to survival chance. In fact, the reasoning I already used above to justify
choosing Equal over Unequal – namely, that since Bogart is already more likely to sur-
vive, his claim is weaker than Ahmed’s – parallels reasoning Adler offers in favour of
Pigou–Dalton for well-being. Adler makes the plausible observation that, at least
when all else is equal, the person who is worse off has a stronger claim on our assistance
than the person who is better off. That, I contend, is just as plausible when it comes to
survival chance as when it comes to well-being.9 So, since the magnitude of the differ-
ence we can make to Ahmed and Bogart’s survival chance is equal – and so is every-
thing else that is of moral relevance – we should help Ahmed, whose chances are worse.

In the next section, I further motivate Pigou–Dalton for chances by showing that it
implies two attractive moral principles (minimal fairness and rule of rescue) that are
known to create trouble for standard ex post views in distributive ethics. Section 3 con-
fronts what is arguably the greatest challenge to Pigou–Dalton for chances, namely, that
it violates state dominance for social prospects. I argue that proponents of Pigou–
Dalton for chances need not be too worried by this clash, since we have independent
reason for being sceptical of state dominance for social prospects: it prevents a social
planner from properly respecting people’s preferences. Some may object that my argu-
ment needs a cardinal measure of well-being which is hard to construct without assum-
ing state dominance, while others may contend that I use a too-narrow definition of
outcomes. In section 4 I respond to these two objections. I conclude, in section 5, by
briefly discussing what a full theory of distributive ethics that incorporates Pigou–
Dalton for chances might look like.

2. Minimal fairness and rule of rescue

Despite being very weak, weak Pigou–Dalton for chances implies two much-discussed
moral principles which seem quite plausible but are nevertheless inconsistent with
standard ex post views in distributive ethics (including ex post versions of egalitarianism
and prioritarianism). I call the first of these principles minimal fairness and the second
rule of rescue.

As an illustration of minimal fairness, suppose that Annabelle and Beatrice are both in
need of a kidney. Without it they will die. Sadly, the local hospital has only one kidney
available for transplantation, and there is no chance of obtaining another kidney in the
time Annabelle and Beatrice are expected to live without a new kidney. Further, suppose
that Annabelle and Beatrice’s situation is identical in every morally relevant respect.

Now, compare the following two alternatives: Unfair gives the kidney to Annabelle
for sure, thus condemning Beatrice to death. Fair, however, gives the kidney to

8Adler (2012: 505) in fact acknowledges this, although in the context of the logically stronger ex ante
Pigou–Dalton principle (recall fn. 5).

9Not everyone is convinced by the above type of argument in favour of Pigou–Dalton for well-being (see,
for instance, Broome 1991b; Greaves 2015). For the present purposes, we can however take for granted that
this is a convincing argument for Pigou–Dalton for well-being, since the aim here is just to show that analo-
gous reasoning would support Pigou–Dalton for chances.
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Annabelle if a fair coin comes up heads when tossed but gives the kidney to Beatrice if
the coin comes up tails. So, the latter gives both Annabelle and Beatrice a 0.5 survival
chance. The choice is represented in Table 2.

I take it that Fair is better than Unfair.10 And that is indeed what is implied by what I
call minimal fairness, which says that if two people have an equal claim to some indi-
visible good, and if moreover there is no moral reason to favour one person getting the
good to the other person getting it, then we should – because it would be better – give
both people some chance of getting the good.11 Note that the principle is very weak: it
says nothing about what we should do in cases where it would be the tiniest bit better if
one person rather than the other received the good (in which case there would be some
moral reason to favour one person getting the good rather than the other).

Weak Pigou–Dalton for chances implies that Fair is better than Unfair. The conditions
in the three bullet points in the principle are by assumption satisfied (otherwise Annabelle
and Beatrice’s situation would not be identical in every morally relevant respect, as
assumed). Moreover, 0 and 0.5 satisfy the condition that 0 + 0.5≤ 0.5. Therefore, it is bet-
ter, according to weak Pigou–Dalton for chances, that Annabelle’s survival chance is 0.5
and Beatrice’s is also 0.5 than that Annabelle’s is 1 and Beatrice’s is 0.

However, since the conditions in the three bullet points in weak Pigou–Dalton for
chances are satisfied, standard ex post versions of prioritarianism and egalitarianism
imply that Fair and Unfair are equally good. This conflict is in fact the main observation
of a very influential paper by Diamond (1967).12 I shall briefly return to this conflict in
section 3.

Let us now consider the rule of rescue. The rule, which was coined by Jonsen (1986), is
defined somewhat differently by different authors, but the general motivation behind the
rule (understood normatively) is that we should sometimes prioritise saving a person iden-
tified as being at high risk of great harm even if it would be just as cost-effective to benefit
people not yet at great risk (see e.g. McKie and Richardson 2003; Orr and Wolff 2015).13

Table 2. Numbers again represent survival chances. One and only one person is sure to live. Weak
Pigou–Dalton for chances implies that Fair is strictly better than Unfair.

Annabelle Beatrice

Fair 0.5 0.5

Unfair 1 0

10Admittedly, not all philosophers agree with this claim. For instance, Eyal (na), Wasserman (1996) and
Segall (2016) explicitly argue against it. Properly defending the claim that Fair is better than Unfair would
take me too far off topic, since the aim for now is simply to show how we can derive minimal fairness from
a Pigou–Dalton principle for chances.

11Since I have restricted the Pigou–Dalton principle to survival chances, it would not, strictly speaking,
imply minimal fairness formulated as a principle for the distribution of any good. However, a Pigou–
Dalton principle for goods more generally would imply the fully general minimal fairness principle, by
argument analogous to the one I present in this section.

12The philosophical discussion that Diamond’s paper has given rise to includes Broome (1984, 1991a,b),
Stone (2007, 2011), Stefánsson (2015), Stefánsson and Bradley (2015), Vong (2015, 2020) and
Nissan-Rozen (2019).

13The rule of rescue is closely related to the ‘identified lives bias’; see Cohen et al. (2015a) for an
overview.
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The precise definition of this rule is not important for my purposes, since I shall only focus
on a simple implication of it, illustrated by the following example.14

Suppose that a mine has collapsed and has trapped a single miner who is sure to die
if we do not rescue him. Doing so is however quite expensive, and it means that we
cannot afford to increase safety at the mine. Further, suppose that there are 100 miners
whose fatality risk would be reduced if we were to spend money on increasing safety
rather than saving the trapped miner. We estimate that the safety measures would,
for each miner, increase the chances that they never have a fatal accident on the job
by slightly less than 1 percentage point, from 0.98 to 0.9898. The trapped miner
would also face a 0.98 survival chance if rescued. So, the total fatality risk reduction
is the same whatever we do. Finally, suppose that all the 101 miners are equivalent
in every morally relevant respect; so, saving each is equally morally valuable.15

Which should we choose: to improve safety at the mine or save the trapped miner?
Given that the trade-off in expected fatalities is 1–1, and since saving each miner

would be equally valuable, I contend we should – since it would be better – prioritise
rescuing the trapped miner over improving safety.16 Many people and policy makers
have this intuition (but the judgements of philosophers are more mixed; see, e.g. the
variety of views in Cohen et al. 2015b). And this is indeed what the rule of rescue
implies (see e.g. Orr and Wolff 2015). In fact, the rule would have this implication
even if improving safety would result in a somewhat higher total fatality risk reduction
than rescuing the trapped miner (so, the rule is not just a tie-breaking consideration).

Now, the Pigou–Dalton principle for chances does not, by itself, imply that it would be
better to prioritise the trapped miner. But it does so in the presence of an assumption that
in effect allows us to aggregate benefits in some circumstances. In particular, the assump-
tion implies that we should give a large (‘aggregated’) benefit to one person rather than a
number of small benefits to some other people, if however we divide the large benefit into
smaller parts, and for each resulting part of the large benefit and for each of the small
benefits, it would be morally better to give that part of the large benefit to the one person
rather than the small benefit to any of the other people. The assumption is rather weak
and is indeed satisfied by merely partially aggregative views (e.g. Voorhoeve 2014). Since
questions about whether and how to aggregate benefits are really outside the scope of my
present argument, I have left the discussion and precise formulation of this assumption,
and the illustration of how it allows us to derive the rule of rescue, to Appendix A1.

By contrast, ex post views imply that it would be equally good to improve safety at the
mine as to rescue the trapped miner. This should be evident in the case of utilitarianism,
but perhaps less so in the case of prioritarianism and egalitarianism. Above, however, we
already saw the explanation: ex post prioritarians and egalitarians only care about how our
actions affect the expected sums of priority- or equality-weighted well-being; which chance

14This example is discussed in detail by, for instance, Frick (2015) and Stefánsson (2023).
15In particular, their annual well-being is exactly the same and so is their life expectancy at each point in

time at which they are not trapped in the mine; similarly, each miner’s death and survival has exactly the
same effect on the probability distribution over anonymous distributions of well-being (in the sense previ-
ously defined).

16Now, by not improving safety we slightly increase the risk of multiple (up to 100) fatalities.
Concentrations of fatalities can have catastrophic indirect effects. However, we can set such effects aside
for now. The Pigou–Dalton principle for chances is not supposed to be a complete axiology. So, when
risks of indirect ‘catastrophe effects’ arise, they have to be weighed against the good of providing a chance
benefit to a person whose chance is low. But for now, let us simply stipulate that such effects are not present
in the example we are considering.
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distributions for individuals (i.e. which individual prospects) give rise to these expected
sums are of no moral importance. And by the assumptions of this case, rescuing the
trapped miner and improving safety give rise to the same expected sums of priority-
and equality-weighted well-being; so, these alternatives are judged equally good by these
ex post views. More generally, these ex post views violate the rule of rescue.

3. Pigou–Dalton for chances vs. state dominance

The arguably biggest challenge raised by Pigou–Dalton for chances is that it violates a
principle known as state dominance (for social prospects). The latter principle implies
that if alternative (or prospect) A results in a better outcome than alternative B no mat-
ter how the world turns out, then A is better than B. We can state the principle formally
by letting S = {s1, . . . , sm} denote the set of all m states of the world and A(si) the
outcome of alternative A in state si.

State dominance. For any alternatives A and B, if for any si∈ S, A(si) is at least as good
as B(si), then A is at least as good as B; if, in addition, for some sj∈ S with positive prob-
ability, A(sj) is better than B(sj), then A is better than B.

State dominance may seem unassailable for consequentialists (see e.g. Adler 2012:
514). For each consequentialist view, if all A(si) and B(si) have been described in suffi-
cient detail to account for anything that the view takes to be morally relevant, then it
may be hard to see how it could violate state dominance. For instance, a well-being con-
sequentialist can hardly reject state dominance if all A(si) and B(si) completely describe
the well-being distributions in these states. And, indeed, state dominance is implied by,
for instance, standard formulations of ex post prioritarianism and egalitarianism,17

which are two instances of (inequality-averse) welfare-consequentialism. When evalu-
ating an alternative, these two views first consider the alternative’s risk-free moral
value (respectively, sums of priority- and equality-weighted well-being) in each of the
possible states of the world, and then weight each risk-free moral value by its probabil-
ity. In other words, the moral value in each state is determined independently of any
other state. And that implies state dominance.18

But state dominance is inconsistent with Pigou–Dalton for chances. One way to see
this is to consider again the choice between Fair and Unfair, in Table 2. If the outcome
where Annabelle receives the kidney is equally good as the outcome where Beatrice
receives it, as we have been assuming, then for any state of the world, the outcome
of Unfair is just as good as the outcome of Fair; so, by state dominance, Unfair is at
least as good as Fair, contra weak Pigou–Dalton for chances.19

17See, for instance, Zuber and Asheim (2012), Asheim and Zuber (2014) and Buchak (2017) for canon-
ical examples of ex post egalitarianism. Since these views satisfy Pigou–Dalton for well-being but do not
satisfy separability between persons, they are egalitarian according to the terminology of Parfit (2002);
see also e.g. Otsuka and Voorhoeve (2018). Separability ensures that we can evaluate the moral value of
improving a person’s well-being without considering other (unaffected) people. See Rabinowicz (2002)
and Adler (2012) for canonical examples of ex post prioritarianism. These views satisfy both Pigou–
Dalton for well-being and separability between persons.

18This implication is of course well-known, and familiar from any axiomatisation of expected utility the-
ory (in state-based frameworks), which assumes that the utility of an outcome in one state of the world can
be determined independently of outcomes in other states of the world. (See e.g. Kreps 1988; Savage 1972.)

19It may be tempting to redescribe the outcomes of Fair, for instance by including in the description of
its outcomes that they were brought about by a fair procedure, in a way that makes the preference for Fair
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In what follows, I shall argue that we have good reason to reject state dominance for
social prospects independently of the desirability of accommodating a Pigou–Dalton
principle for chances. The reason is that a ‘social planner’ who satisfies state dominance
cannot properly respect people’s preferences, and must thus be (I contend) problemat-
ically anti-liberal. In particular, such a social planner is insensitive to the fact that peo-
ple may differ in their risk attitudes (and therefore differ in their preferences). But, I
contend, being sensitive to the differences between people and their preferences – in
the sense ruled out by state dominance – is necessary for properly respecting people
and their preferences.

Note that the argument I am about to make allows that state dominance could be an
attractive principle of individual rationality even if it should be rejected for moral (or
social) choices. Thus we have an answer to a question Adler poses in this context:
‘Why should the norms for evaluating actions, in light of an ordering of outcomes,
be different in the case where the ordering is a moral rather than non-moral ordering?’
(2012: 480). The answer is that only the moral ordering must respect differences
between people and their attitudes; the same is not true of an individual’s ordering
of, say, consumption bundles.

My argument against state dominance is based on a strengthening of a result by
Bradley (2022). I will illustrate the general result with the following example. Suppose
that Ann is risk seeking with respect to her own well-being while Bell is risk averse.
Now consider two alternatives, one that gives Ann a 50–50 chance of ending up with
lifetime well-being of either 30 or 70 while ensuring that Bell ends up with lifetime
well-being 50, and another that is the reverse of the first, giving Bell a 50–50 chance
of ending up with lifetime well-being of either 30 or 70 while ensuring that Ann
ends up with lifetime well-being 50. The two alternatives are represented in Table 3.

Since Ann is risk seeking with respect to her own well-being while Bell is risk averse,
they both prefer Pref (for ‘preferred’) to Disp (for ‘dispreferred’). We can further sup-
pose that both Ann and Bell know the probabilities of the two states, and have no false
beliefs that are relevant to their preferences between these alternatives. So, their unan-
imity is not ‘spurious’ (Mongin 2016).

However, in the presence of a weak assumption, a social planner who satisfies state
dominance must be indifferent between Pref and Disp; which, I shall argue in a
moment, means that they do not properly respect people’s preferences. The assumption
in question is what I will call two-person outcome anonymity, which informally says that
an outcome is just as good even though we switch the well-being levels of two indivi-
duals in that outcome.20 For instance, an outcome where Ann is at well-being level

Table 3. Ann is risk seeking, Bell is risk averse. Both thus prefer Pref to Disp.

s1, p = 0.5 s2, p = 0.5

Pref Ann: 30, Bell: 50 Ann: 70, Bell: 50

Disp Ann: 50, Bell: 30 Ann: 50, Bell: 70

over Unfair consistent with state dominance (see e.g. Broome 1991b). In section 4 I explain why I want to
resist that temptation.

20Bradley (2022) assumes the stronger outcome anonymity that is not limited to two-person switches.
Why do I only assume the weaker condition? Because the stronger condition might be questioned in
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50 and Bell is at well-being level 30 is exactly as good as an outcome where Bell is at
well-being level 50 and Ann is at well-being level 30. Assuming that we have an inter-
personally comparable measure of well-being, for which one unit of well-being is
equally valuable (i.e. represents the same amount of good) to any one person as to
any other person, two-person outcome anonymity seems unassailable – unless one is
partial towards specific individuals, which I shall assume a social planner should not
be.21 Interpersonal comparability is a strong assumption, but it is routinely made in
distributive ethics. And, indeed, all the standard impartial theories in distributive ethics,
from egalitarianism to utilitarianism, imply both interpersonal comparability and
two-person outcome anonymity.

Now consider what two-person outcome anonymity implies when applied to
Pref and Disp. Pref(s1) is a permutation of Disp(s1) and Pref(s2) is a permutation of
Disp(s2). So, by two-person outcome anonymity, Pref(s1) is equally good as Disp(s1)
and Pref(s2) is equally good as Disp(s2). But then state dominance implies that
Pref and Disp are equally good. More generally, state dominance and two-person
outcome anonymity together entail two-person prospect anonymity, which informally
says that a social planner should be indifferent between two alternatives where
one can be obtained from the other by permuting the prospects it assigns to two
individuals. For instance, the social planner should be indifferent between on the one
hand Pref, which assigns to Ann a 50–50 gamble between well-being levels 30 and
70 and assigns to Bell level 50 for sure,22 and on the other Disp which assigns to
Ann the prospect that Pref assigns to Bell and assigns to Bell the prospect that Pref
assigns to Ann.

I think most would agree that a social planner should respect their subjects’ prefer-
ences, in particular when nothing is at stake other than the extent to which people’s
preferences are satisfied, and assuming that the preferences in question are sufficiently
rational (or ‘reasonable’) and self-regarding (which for instance ensures that the
people in question do not prefer that someone else be harmed). Most liberals would
certainly agree with this. But, I contend, being indifferent between Pref and Disp
means that the social planner fails to respect Ann and Bell’s preferences even though
nothing is at stake other than how well their preferences are satisfied. The only
difference between Pref and Disp is that the former assigns the only people affected
the prospects that suit their attitudes to risk while the latter does not. Disregarding
this difference is inconsistent with respecting the fact that Ann and Bell have different
risk attitudes. But a risk attitude is just a particular type of preference, namely, a
preference about how outcomes are spread across the different possible states of the
world (Stefánsson and Bradley 2019). Further, there is no uniquely correct attitude to
risk, any more than there is, say, a correct attitude to the relative desirability of vanilla
vs. chocolate-flavoured ice cream. So, being indifferent between Pref and Disp is

light of the type of case discussed by Parfit (2003), footnote 16. Since every finite permutation can be
expressed as a series of two person switches, two-person outcome anonymity entails outcome anonymity
in the presence of transitivity. If one is willing to give up transitivity, then one can however assume only
two-person outcome anonymity.

21Adler (2012: 500) for instance says that any ‘minimally plausible’ social welfare function, that is, any
minimally plausible ranking of well-being distributions, satisfies the stronger outcome anonymity.

22Note that Bell getting well-being level 50 for sure is a ‘trivial prospect’, that is, one that gives Bell well-
being level 50 with probability 1 and any other well-being level with probability 0.
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analogous to being indifferent between, on the one hand, Ann getting chocolate-
flavoured ice cream and Bell getting vanilla-flavoured ice cream, and, on the other,
Ann getting vanilla-flavoured ice cream and Bell getting chocolate-flavoured ice
cream, even though Ann prefers the vanilla flavour to chocolate and Bell prefers choc-
olate to vanilla, and even though nothing is at stake other than the extent to which Ann
and Bell’s preferences are satisfied.

Note in addition that reasons that have been offered for sometimes disregarding
unanimity in people’s preferences – for instance, concern for outcome equality
(Fleurbaey and Voorhoeve 2013) or worries that the unanimity is based on some person
having false beliefs about the relevant probabilities (Mongin 2016)23 – do not justify
disregarding Ann and Bell’s unanimous preference for Pref over Disp. After all, the
two prospects are perfectly symmetric as far as outcome inequality is concerned and
we are assuming that the probabilities of the states are known to both Ann and Bell.
More generally, it is hard to see what could justify going against unanimous preference
in this case, since there would be no benefit of doing so. Still, two-person outcome ano-
nymity and state dominance together imply that, in this case, we should be indifferent
between satisfying and not satisfying Ann and Bell’s unanimous preference.

I find it hard to see how the above implication of state dominance combined with
two-person outcome anonymity could be part of a plausible (impartial) theory of dis-
tributive ethics. An impartial social planner would not disregard differences between
people’s attitudes in cases where there is no trade-off (everyone can get what they
want) and nothing is at stake other than people getting the prospect they prefer. But
that means that either two-person outcome anonymity or state dominance has to be
rejected. I find it very hard to understand why an impartial social planner would violate
two-person outcome anonymity when only two people and two prospects are involved.
Instead, we should allow for violations of state dominance.

Now, someone might object that my argument merely shows that we should give up
state dominance in cases where people have different risk attitudes, but state dominance
will conflict with a Pigou–Dalton principle for chances even when people’s risk atti-
tudes do not differ. In response, I would contend that once we have accepted that
there are exceptions to state dominance – i.e. when people have different risk attitudes –
it is hard to see why Pigou–Dalton for chances would not also warrant such exceptions.
State dominance may be unproblematic in many cases. But a social planner cannot
safely apply state dominance when their subjects have different attitudes to risk, nor
when it comes to chance trade-offs between people with different chances.

Finally, note that the argument against state dominance that I have presented in
this section is logically independent of the plausibility of a Pigou–Dalton principle
for chances. The argument in this section assumed that the social planner should
be impartial, as captured by two-person outcome anonymity, that people can have
different attitudes to risk, and that a social planner should respect differences between
people’s attitudes. These assumptions are independent of (the plausibility of) weak
Pigou–Dalton for chances. Therefore, we have a reason for rejecting state dominance
that is independent of the desirability of accommodating weak Pigou–Dalton for
chances.

23These arguments were originally directed at the principle of ex ante Pareto, which implies that if every
subject prefers one prospect to another, then the social planner should also prefer the one prospect to the
other.
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4. Two objections

In this section, I state and respond to two objections.24 The first of these objections may
on the face of it seem to target in particular my positive argument in favour of Pigou–
Dalton for chances (in sections 1 and 2), while the second objection may seem directed
against my argument against state dominance (in section 3). But as will become appar-
ent, these two objections are not unrelated. In particular, my response to them will be
similar. Generally put, my response will be that in this article I have made some mod-
elling choices that I think are attractive as a package – in particular, given the purpose to
which I put them – even though it is not, as far as I can see, possible to conclusively
defend each of these choices against a rival choice (nor vice versa).

4.1 First objection

Consider again the choice between Fair and Unfair, in Table 2. Some may find that we
should individuate the outcomes more finely than I have done there. For instance, one
could include in the description of Fair’s outcomes that they were brought about by a
fair procedure, and/or include in the description of Unfair’s outcomes that they were
brought about by an unfair procedure. Doing so makes the preference for Fair over
Unfair consistent with state dominance. For then it is no longer necessarily the case
that the outcome where Annabelle lives is as good as the outcome where Beatrice lives;
it may depend on whether the outcomes in question have the property of being fair.

On the face of it, this re-individuation of outcomes may not seem to be an option for
ex post egalitarians and prioritarians, nor for welfare-consequentialists more generally,
according to whom moral value is fully determined by the distribution of well-being.
But it could be argued that being treated unfairly harms a person, which should then
be accounted for in the measure of her well-being (see e.g. Broome 1991b: 198). By con-
trast, some non-welfarists may want to include the unfairness that Beatrice experiences
if Unfair is chosen without assuming that it affects her well-being. Either way, the con-
flict between minimal fairness and state dominance would be avoided.

Now, an indiscriminate re-individuation of outcomes threatens to trivialise princi-
ples such as state dominance and Pigou–Dalton: for any seeming violation of these
principles, we can always re-individuate the outcomes in a way that avoids the violation.
So, we need to find some principled way of determining what individuations are per-
missible. Broome (1991b: 103) suggests such a principle: ‘Outcomes should be distin-
guished as different if and only if they differ in a way that makes it rational to have
a preference between them’. This, he argues, makes what I am calling minimal fairness
compatible with state dominance (and the stronger sure thing principle). He points out
that unfairness is ‘a property with modal elements’ (1991b: 114) and suggests that these
elements are properties of outcomes. I agree with the first point – that unfairness is a
property with modal elements – but, unlike Broome, I have elsewhere suggested that
such modal elements should not be thought of as properties of outcomes, but instead
as relations between outcomes. Moreover, I have defended a principled re-individuation
strategy that is consistent with Pigou–Dalton for chances and minimal fairness but vio-
lates state dominance (Bradley and Stefánsson 2017; Stefánsson 2015; Stefánsson and
Bradley 2015).

Can a conclusive argument be given in favour of my way of individuating outcomes
over, say, Broome’s? I think not. Nor can a conclusive argument can be given for

24I am very grateful to John Broome for making me see the need to properly address both objections.
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Broome’s individuation over mine. Broome himself suggests that his way of individuat-
ing outcomes is ‘the best way for the theoretical purpose of understanding rationality’.
But he admits that ‘[f]or many purposes, this may not be the most convenient way of
individuating’ (1991b: 109). The way I understand this is that we – as theoreticians –
face a modelling choice. And as with most modelling choices, there is in this case no
uniquely correct solution, independently of the purpose to which we want to put the
model. Nevertheless, we can ask what modelling choices are most convenient, given
our theoretical purpose.

I would suggest that for the purposes of this article, Broome’s is not the most con-
venient way of individuating outcomes. Recall that my aim here is to ask questions
about what attitudes social planners should take towards risks to people’s lives and well-
being. To examine such questions, it is, I think, best to distinguish as clearly as is pos-
sible between, on the one hand, the risk or uncertainty that an alternative involves, and,
on the other, the risk-free determinants of the goodness that is contained in the alter-
native’s outcomes. Otherwise we risk mixing up the description of the alternatives the
social planner faces with the attitudes they should take to the risks and uncertainties
involved in the alternatives. But as previously indicated, I take this ultimately to be a
modelling choice: neither individuation is better than the other, independently of the
purpose. I shall return to this issue after discussing the second objection.

4.2 Second objection

The second objection is that I have been using a cardinal measure of well-being without
explaining where it comes from. Moreover, the measure in question can evidently not
be the one that scholars typically refer to when justifying the use of such a cardinal
measure, namely the one based on expected utility theory (as e.g. developed by von
Neumann and Morgenstern 2007). One reason for this is that expected utility theory
implies state dominance (as previously mentioned). So, it might seem disingenuous
to appeal to expected utility theory to justify a cardinal measure of well-being, while
rejecting state dominance as a constraint on the evaluation of social prospects.25

Another and perhaps more important reason for why I cannot appeal to expected
utility theory to justify the use of a cardinal measure of well-being is that the axioms
underlying expected utility theory imply that rational people are risk neutral with
respect to the quantities (i.e. utilities) of which the theory offers a cardinalisation. Let
us make this more concrete by considering again the choice between Pref and Disp
in Table 3. If Ann’s preferences satisfy the expected utility axioms, then Ann is risk neu-
tral with respect to the values (i.e. utilities) that properly (i.e. cardinally) represent her
preferences. Therefore, if she rationally strictly prefers Pref over Disp, then the quan-
tities in Table 3 do not represent the relative desirability of these outcomes, according
to her, and so these quantities must acquire meaning and structure independently of
Ann’s preferences. And similarly for Bell.

In response, I should emphasise that I do not take the axioms of expected utility the-
ory to be requirements of rationality. This part of my response is however not

25This would strictly speaking not be inconsistent, however, since one could insist that state dominance
should hold for individuals’ preferences but not for the ‘social preference’. This is in fact Diamond’s (1967)
view on the sure thing principle. By contrast, Adler (2012: 480) suggests that this would be an unstable
position.
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something I can conclusively defend in this article; in fact, there are very influential
book-length arguments on both sides of the debate over the rationality of the expected
utility axioms (see e.g. Bradley 2017; Broome 1991b; Buchak 2013). But in short, my
view on this issue is that, first, the expected utility axioms – in particular, the sure
thing principle – are inconsistent with preferences that are, I contend, perfectly rational
(see e.g. Allais 1953; Bradley and Stefánsson 2017; Buchak 2013). Secondly, and relat-
edly, these axioms – and, again, in particular the sure thing principle26 – prevent the
expected utility theorist from distinguishing people’s attitudes to risk from people’s eva-
luations of risk-free outcomes. But these are, I contend, importantly distinct attitudes
(see e.g. Buchak 2013; Hansson 1988; Stefánsson and Bradley 2019).

How can I then justify a cardinal measure of well-being if I cannot appeal to the car-
dinalisation method offered by expected utility theory? More importantly, are there
methods for generating such a measure without assuming state dominance? Yes,
there are. For instance, representation theorems for rankings of pairs of alternatives
establish that there are such methods (see e.g. Alt 1971; Krantz et al. 1971: 151;
Suppes and Winet 1955).27 In Appendix A2, I state a slightly simplified version of
one such representation theorem.

The most important property of representation theorems of this type is that they
state conditions that are sufficient (and, in some cases, also necessary) for the existence
of a cardinal utility function that represents a preference relation, without either entail-
ing or assuming anything about how the person whose preferences are being repre-
sented views risk. In fact, in these theorems, all objects of preference can be
‘risk-free’, in the sense that there is no uncertainty as to how they will turn out.
Instead of assuming that an agent ranks risky prospects (or ‘lotteries’), from which
expected utility theorists infer cardinal utilities, these theorems assume that the agent
can directly rank pairs of alternatives in terms of the difference in benefit that they bring.

A natural interpretation of such a ranking of pairs is that the agent compares the
value of exchanges between different pairs of alternatives. To take an example, suppose
that the person of interest prefers an apple to an orange and also prefers Volvo XC90 to
Mercedes EQB. We assume that the utility of each piece of fruit is independent of the
car owned, and vice versa. Finally, suppose we give them an orange and a Mercedes
EQB. Then one way to understand the claim that, according to this person, the differ-
ence between an orange and an apple is smaller than the difference between a Mercedes
EQB and a Volvo XC90, is that if the person were allowed to exchange either their
Mercedes EQB for a Volvo XC90 or their orange for an apple, then they would choose
the former exchange (see Suppes and Winet 1955: 260–61).

Note that the assumption is merely that the agent can intuit which exchange would
be more valuable, but not by how much. So, this is not to assume a cardinal measure of
the relevant value. However, if the ranking of such exchanges satisfies the appropriate
axioms, then a cardinal utility measure is implied. And this measure represents both the
ranking of such exchanges and the ranking of individual alternatives (see the theorem
stated in Appendix A2).

26Or the related independence axiom of the expected utility theory of von Neumann and Morgenstern
(2007).

27Alternatively, one can use a version of Jeffrey’s (1990) decision theory, with some of Jeffrey’s prospects
playing the role of chance distributions, in a way that generates a cardinal measure but allows for a great
deal of flexibility in how the person evaluates prospects (Stefánsson and Bradley 2019). This too delivers a
cardinal measure that allows for non-neutral attitudes to risk and that does not assume state dominance.
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The resulting (risk-free) quantities, that is, these derived cardinal utilities, do not
necessarily correspond to the person’s well-being, of course. But once one has this car-
dinal measure, one can use arguments analogous to those that have been used to justify
identifying a (family of) utility function(s) given by expected utility theory with a meas-
ure of the person’s well-being (see e.g. Broome 2004: ch. 5), to justify identifying a
(family of) utility function(s) derived from risk-free difference rankings with a measure
of the person’s well-being. This delivers a cardinal measure of well-being without
assuming state dominance.

Moreover, this cardinal measure can be used to make sense of the idea that a rational
person prefers an outcome whose ‘true’ utility – i.e. whose value according to a utility
function that truly represents the person’s attitudes to risk-free outcomes – is X to a
gamble whose expected utility is X. The reason is that the measure does not imply
risk neutrality with respect to its quantities. So, we can make precise and meaningful
the claim that Ann and Bell both strictly prefer Pref over Disp, even though the num-
bers in the table truly represent the relative desirabilities of these outcomes, according
to them.

So far I have only pointed out that there exist ways of constructing cardinal measures
that could be identified with a person’s well-being, without assuming state dominance and
without the person being risk neutral with respect to the measure’s quantities. But one
might of course ask whether these measures are as good as the one provided by expected
utility theory. To that question, I shall give an answer analogous to the one I gave in the
last section. And again I quote Broome in support of my conciliatory approach:

The natural, intuitive meaning we assign to quantities of wellbeing is vague.
When we come to precise argument, we do not need to discover our actual precise
meaning, because we do not have one. Instead we can make our vague meaning
precise.

We may have a choice about how to do that. Adopting Bernoulli’s hypothesis
[i.e., risk-neutrality with respect to well-being] is one option, and I am taking that
one. […]

I think my definition is a reasonable way to make our vague quantitative notion
of wellbeing precise. But it is important to remember I have taken this step. I have
made my notion of wellbeing more precise than the intuitive one, and I have cho-
sen one particular way of doing so. This means that all my conclusions about the
aggregation of wellbeing must be interpreted through this precisification. (Broome
2004: 90–91)

So, using the expected utility framework and adopting Bernoulli’s hypothesis is one way
of making precise our notion of well-being. But using, say, risk-free difference rankings
is another way of making this notion precise. We cannot decide between these two pre-
cisifications by trying to figure out which corresponds to ‘our actual precise meaning’
(ibid.), because none exists: the actual notion is vague. Instead, we need to construct
one. A comparison between two different constructed precise meanings will, I think,
unavoidably be (at least partly) based on methodological considerations. So, again we
face a modelling choice, to which there may be no uniquely correct solution.

But one can ask which precisification is most useful for the task at hand. When it
comes to the task I set for myself in this article, the answer is, I think, that the preci-
sification based on expected utility theory and Bernoulli’s hypothesis is not the most
useful one. The task at hand is to ask normative questions about the attitudes that a
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social planner takes to risks to her subjects’ well-being and to their lives. Insisting that
we cannot meaningfully assume that the subjects can be anything other than risk neu-
tral with respect to their own well-being severely limits the types of questions we can
ask. For instance, then we cannot meaningfully ask how the social planner should
react to subjects’ conflicting attitudes to risk.

4.3 Choosing between packages

Finally, let me briefly explain how I think my answers to the two objections relate to
each other; and, correspondingly, what I take to be the common theme of these two
objections.

Suppose that a theorist is committed to expected utility theory as the correct theory
of both individual and social rationality – in other words, they insist that both the social
planner’s preferences and her subjects’ preferences should satisfy the axioms of
expected utility theory. Further suppose that they are committed to minimal fairness.
Then the only available choice when it comes to individuating outcomes is to include
the bad that is done when Unfair is chosen in the description of the alternative’s out-
comes (and/or to include the good that is done when Fair is chosen in the description of
its outcomes). To undermine the argument against state dominance for social prospects
that I presented in section 3, the theorist could then insist that well-being should be
cardinalised by using both expected utility theory and Bernoulli’s hypothesis. So, one
coherent package of assumptions is, first, to individuate outcomes in a way that dis-
solves the conflict between minimal fairness and state dominance, and, second, to
use expected utility theory and Bernoulli’s hypothesis to cardinalise well-being.

But suppose instead that a theorist does not accept expected utility theory as the cor-
rect theory of either individual rationality or social rationality. Then they can without
difficulties accommodate minimal fairness while describing outcomes in terms of
only whether Annabelle and Beatrice die or survive. Further, then they can cardinalise
well-being in a way that makes the argument against state dominance in section 3 per-
fectly meaningful.

Which of these packages is more attractive? Again, I think that depends on the pur-
poses to which they are being put. I have argued in the previous two subsections that the
two parts of this package that I have assumed – one part being my preferred individu-
ation of outcomes, the other part being my preferred ways of cardinalising well-being –
are most suitable given the purposes of this article. And I have now explained how these
two parts naturally hang together. But as already indicated, I do not think that one can
give a conclusive argument in favour of either part of this package that is independent
of the uses to which one wants to put it. This is all familiar from scientific modelling.28

We can ask which model is most fruitful given the task at hand. But there will rarely be
one correct model independently of such tasks.

5. Concluding remarks

To conclude, let us briefly consider what type of complete theory of distributive ethics
is consistent with a Pigou–Dalton principle for chances. As previously noted, weak
Pigou–Dalton for chances is consistent with ex ante versions of prioritarianism and
egalitarianism (recall fn. 6). However, weak Pigou–Dalton for chances neither implies

28For a recent application to moral philosophy, see Roussos (2022).
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ex ante prioritarianism nor egalitarianism. For instance, weak Pigou–Dalton for chances
says nothing about the relative contribution that on the one hand people’s survival
chances and on the other hand risk-free outcomes make towards the overall moral
value of an alternative. So, the principle is compatible with the idea that ensuring
that someone survives takes lexical priority over equality in survival chances.
Similarly, the principle is compatible with well-being taking absolute priority over
equality in survival chances, for instance in the sense that weak Pigou–Dalton for
chances is only used as a tie-breaker when alternatives give rise to the same probability
distributions over anonymous well-being distributions.

Since the standard, ex post extensions of egalitarianism and prioritarianism to
situations of uncertainty imply state dominance, they are inconsistent with granting
weak Pigou–Dalton for chances such a tie-breaking role (and also, of course, inconsist-
ent with granting the principle a stronger role). That should, I contend, make us ques-
tion the plausibility of these views. But it might also provide a new reason for ex
post-leaning egalitarians and prioritarians to consider pluralism (which, of course,
many of them already do). One of the virtues of the standard welfarist theories, such
as ex post egalitarianism and prioritarianism, is admittedly their simplicity. But giving
up weak Pigou–Dalton for chances seems to me to be a price that is too high to pay for
the theoretical virtue of simplicity.
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Appendix

A1 Deriving the rule of rescue
Recall from section 2 that the weak Pigou–Dalton principle for chances does not, by itself, imply the rule of
rescue. But it does so in the presence of a weak principle of aggregation. As an illustration of what the prin-
ciple implies, consider the situation represented in Table 4, where we can either give a large benefit, of mag-
nitude g, to Ann (alternative Large), or we can give a smaller benefit, of magnitude g−, to each of Bob, Cat
and Dan (alternative Small).

Suppose that we can divide the large benefit we are considering giving to Ann into three equally large parts,
g1, g2 and g3. And imagine that we compare giving g1 to Ann with giving g− to Bob and find that the former
would be better; we compare giving g2 to Ann, given that we have already given her g1, with giving g− to Cat
and find that the former would be better; and finally we compare giving g3 to Ann, given that we have
already given her g1 and g2, with giving g− to Dan and find that the former would be better. Further
suppose that we would have gotten the same result had we done the comparison in a different order
(say, by comparing giving g1 to Ann with giving g− to Cat, etc.). Then the weak principle of aggregation
implies that Large is better than Small.

Now let us say that a good G is ‘finely divisible’ if for any integer n and for any quantity q of G, we can
divide quantity q of G into n equally good parts. So, for instance, money is finely divisible, and so are
chances. Here is then a more formal statement the principle of weak aggregation:

Weak aggregation. For any finely divisible good G, and for any quantities g and g− of G where g− < g, for
any person i and for any number n of other people, if for any way of ordering the n people from j1 to jn and
for any way of dividing g of G up into n equally good parts, g1 to gn, we find that:

• it is better that i receives g1 than that j1 receives g
−,

• and for any k∈ [2, n] it is better that i receives gk, given that she has already received g1, g2 …, and gk
−1, than that jk receives g

−,

then it is better that i gets quantity g of G than that the other n people each get quantity g− of G.

Fully aggregative theories, such as utilitarianism, prioritarianism and rank-dependent egalitarianism, all
of course imply weak aggregation. But to see that weak aggregation does not imply full aggregation, note
that it never implies that we should provide a number of people each with a small benefit rather than pro-
viding one person with a large benefit. This is because its consequence only refers to it being better to

Table 4. Illustration of weak aggregation. ‘0’ means that the alternative makes no difference to the
person in question.

Ann Bob Cat Dan

Large g = {g1, g2, g3} 0 0 0

Small 0 g− g− g−
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benefit the one person. Weak aggregation will also be silent when considering goods and bads that are not
finely divisible, such as the survival and death of a person.

Let us finally consider what weak Pigou–Dalton for chances implies in the presence of weak aggrega-
tion. Recall that each not-yet-trapped miner is assumed to have a total work-life survival chance of 0.98.
Further, recall that this is also the survival chance that the trapped miner would face after the rescue.
Finally, let us number the 100 not-yet-trapped miners from 1 to 100; we simply call them 1, 2, 3, etc.
Now compare increasing the trapped miner’s survival chance by 0.0098 from 0 with increasing 1’s survival
chance by 0.0098 from 0.98. Evidently weak Pigou–Dalton for chances implies that the former would be
better. Next compare increasing the trapped miner’s survival chance by 0.0098 from 0.0098 with increasing
2’s survival chance by 0.0098 from 0.98. Again, weak Pigou–Dalton for chances implies that the former
would be better. Continuing this reasoning, we eventually get to 100, and find that weak Pigou–Dalton
for chances implies that it would be better to increase the survival chance of the trapped miner from
0.9702 to 0.98 than to increase the survival chance of 100 by 0.0098 from 0.98. Since we get this result
no matter how we order the 100 not-yet-trapped miners, weak Pigou–Dalton for chances and weak aggre-
gation together imply that it would be better to rescue the trapped miner than to increase safety at the mine.

A2 Alt’s representation theorem
The theorem I state here was originally proven by Franz Alt (1971). I focus on Alt’s theorem because I find
its axioms to be relatively intuitive (in particular, the slightly simplified versions that I present here).

The following notation will be used from now on. A, B, C, etc., now denote risk-free alternatives, andA
the set of these alternatives. �≺ denotes a weak preference relation on A, such that A�≺ B means that the
agent in question does not prefer A to B; and ∼ and ≺ denote the corresponding indifference and strict
preference relations, defined from �≺ in the usual way.29 Following Alt, I will abuse notation slightly,
and use these relations for comparisons of both alternatives and exchanges. I shall assume that just as a
person has a preference for one alternative over another, so she has a preference for one exchange, from
one alternative to another, over another exchange, from a third alternative to a fourth one. Finally, A→
B denotes an exchange from A to B.30

The first two of Alt’s axioms state that the preference relation is complete, with respect to both alter-
natives and exchanges.

ALT 1. For any A, B [ A: A �≺ B or B �≺ A.

ALT 2. For any A, B, C, D [ A: (A � B) �≺ (C � D) or (C � D) �≺ (A � B).

The next two axioms state that the preference relation is transitive, with respect to both alternatives and
exchanges.

ALT 3. For any A, B, C [ A: if A �≺ B and B �≺ C then A �≺ C.

ALT 4. For any A, B, C, D, E, F [ A: if (A � B) �≺ (C � D) and (C � D) �≺ (E � F) then
(A � B) �≺ (E � F).

The next axiom connects the relation between exchanges to the relation between alternatives, and is neces-
sary for the value of an exchange being measurable as the difference between the values of the exchanged
alternatives.

29That is, A∼ B just in case A �≺ B and B �≺ A; and A ≺ B just in case A �≺ B and ¬ B �≺ A
( )

.
30It is worth emphasising that it is assumed that agents get neither pleasure nor displeasure from

exchanges. So, an exchange from A to B is evaluated only in terms of the added benefit that having B brings
over having A; but the exchange itself is of neutral value. This assumption corresponds to an assumption
that must be made for the soundness of the reduction assumption in von Neumann and Morgenstern’s
expected utility theory, which ensures that lotteries can be simplified by calculating the total probabilities
they confer on consequences: in that framework, it is assumed that agents get neither pleasure nor displeas-
ure from gambling as such. (See von Neumann and Morgenstern 2007: 28; for a discussion, see Binmore
2009: 54.)
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ALT 5. For any A, B, C [ A: A ≺ B just in case (C � A) ≺ (C � B) and (B � C) ≺ (A � C).

The next axiom ensures that preferences over exchanges have an additive structure, and can thus be seen as
a weak version of von Neumann and Morgenstern’s independence axiom:

ALT 6. For any A, A′, B, B′ , C, C′ [ A: if (A � B) ≺ (A′ � B′) and (B � C) �≺ (B′ � C′) then
(A � C) ≺ (A′ � C′).

The next two axioms are a continuity condition and an Archimedean condition.31

ALT 7. For any A, B [ A, if A ≺ B, then there is a C [ A, such that (A→ C)∼ (C→ B).

ALT 8. For any A, B [ A, if A ≺ B, then there exists a finite sequence of equally preferable exchanges from
A to B.32

Alt’s representation theorem can be stated as follows:

Theorem (Alt 1971). The following two claims are logically equivalent:

(1) �≺ satisfies all of Alt 1 to Alt 8.
(2) There exists a function u, unique up to a positive affine transformation,33 such that for any

A, B, C, D [ A:

u(A) ≤ u(B) ⇔ A �≺ B
u(B)− u(A) ≤ u(D)− u(C) ⇔ (A � B) �≺ (C � D)

Informally, if (and only if) a preference relation and an exchange relation satisfy Alt 1 to Alt 8, then there
exists a cardinal utility function that represents the relations.

31I present simplified versions of both axioms.
32In other words, if A ≺ B, then there exists a sequence X1→X2, X2→ X3, …, Xn−1→Xn, such that for

any i, j∈ {1, …, n}, Xi→ Xi+1∼ Xj→ Xj+1 and X1 =A, Xn = B.
33That is, if another function u′ also satisfies the two biconditionals in claim (2), then for any A [ A,

u′(A) = au(A) + b for some constants a > 0 and b.
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